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 CS has grown into a very complicated system  

 The cost and expertise to develop and continue 
this type of system is significant. 

 Concern about the sustainability of this system was 
one of the over-riding themes at the Cancer 
Surveillance Summit. 

 CSV2 provides far more complex staging data than 
is needed by central cancer registries



 A high level of training is needed to collect this 
detailed information accurately

 In many cases this information takes a significant 
amount of time to abstract

 It is not clear that the detailed information on 
subgroups for T, N, and M are used, by whom, and 
for what purpose.

 Can Collaborative Stage be simplified and still meet 
the needs of all or most users?



 Simplify data collection screens for CS fields (ability 
to hide obsolete values, pick lists that show values 
for codes, display site-specific meaning for each 
SSF)

 Expand capabilities of CS DLL to identify and 
inform vendors of which CS fields are required by 
standard setters or required to calculate stage and 
only show those

 Integrate conversion utility within the CS DLL



 CS Lite – “Simplification of existing system”

 Develop simplified data collection system that 
operates within the existing framework of CS but 
reduces the number of codes to collect, at least for 
the top 5 cancers



10 light yellow, chrome Volkswagen
11 jasmine,      chrome Volkswagen
12 yellow, nos, chrome Volkswagen
15 light yellow, no chrome Volkswagen
16 jasmine,      no chrome Volkswagen
17 yellow, nos, no chrome Volkswagen
20 light green, chrome Volkswagen
21 lime green, chrome Volkswagen
22 green, nos, chrome Volkswagen
25 light green, no chrome Volkswagen
26 lime green, no chrome Volkswagen
27 green, nos, no chrome Volkswagen

30 light yellow, chrome Ford
31 jasmine,       chrome Ford
32 yellow, nos, chrome Ford
35 light yellow, no chrome Ford
36 jasmine, no chrome Ford
37 yellow, nos, no chrome Ford
40 light green, chrome Ford
41 lime green, chrome Ford
42 green, nos, chrome Ford
45 light green, no chrome Ford
46 lime green, no chrome Ford
47 green, nos, no chrome Ford

Data Collection:  Model, Color, Upgrades





10 light yellow, chrome Volkswagen
11 jasmine, chrome Volkswagen
12 yellow, nos, chrome Volkswagen
15 light yellow, no chrome Volkswagen
16 jasmine, no chrome Volkswagen
17 yellow, nos, no chrome Volkswagen
20 light green, chrome Volkswagen
21 lime green, chrome Volkswagen
22 green, nos, chrome Volkswagen
25 light green, no chrome Volkswagen
26 lime green, no chrome Volkswagen
27 green, nos, no chrome Volkswagen

30 light yellow, chrome Ford
31 jasmine, chrome Ford
32 yellow, nos, chrome Ford
35 light yellow, no chrome Ford
36 jasmine, no chrome Ford
37 yellow, nos, no chrome Ford
40 light green, chrome Ford
41 lime green, chrome Ford
42 green, nos, chrome Ford
45 light green, no chrome Ford
46 lime green, no chrome Ford
47 green, nos, no chrome Ford



Focused on outcomes ($$)

 Need Model
 Need Upgrades
 Need Primary Color but No Detail



10 Volkswagen, Chrome
Green - light, lime or NOS

15 Volkswagen , No Chrome
Green - light, lime or NOS

20 Volkswagen, Chrome
Yellow - light, jasmine or NOS

25 Volkswagen, No Chrome
Yellow - light, jasmine or NOS

30 Ford, Chrome
Green - light, lime or NOS

35 Ford, No Chrome
Green - light, lime or NOS 

40 Ford, Chrome
Yellow - light, jasmine or NOS

45 Ford, No Chrome
Yellow - light, jasmine or NOS



Collapse the existing rows of the CS input tables to 
the minimum number needed to derive the AJCC 
Stage Group (with occasional exceptions) and 
Summary Stage

Limit the T, N, and M subgroups to the ones 
necessary to derive stage (with occasional 
exceptions)



T1 Tumor <=20mm
T1mi Tumor <=1mm
T1a Tumor >1mm but <=5mm
T1b Tumor >5mm but <=10mm
T1c Tumor >10mm but <=20mm
T2 Tumor >20mm but <=50mm
T3 Tumor >50mm
T4 Tumor of any size with direct 

ext to chest wall or the skin
T4a Extension to the chest wall
T4b Ulceration/edema of the skin
T4c Both T4a and T4b
T4d Inflammatory carcinoma



Number of Rows
CS Variable Current Version Simplified Version
CS Extension 37 12
CS Lymph Nodes 35 8
CS Mets at DX 10 3



 System more in line with SEER EOD and SS

 Like EOD and SS, has some limitations with 
addressing stage compatibility over time

 Does not meet the needs of clinicians for the 
requirements of clinical practice

 Could help to address sustainability challenges 
present with the existing CS system
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